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Abstract—Task scheduling is one of the most prominent problems in the era of parallel computing. We find scheduling algorithms in every domain of computer science, e.g., mapping multiprocessor tasks to clusters, mapping jobs to grid resources, or mapping fine-grained tasks to cores of multicore processors. Many tools exist that help understand or debug an application by presenting visual representations of a certain program run, e.g., visualizations of MPI traces. However, often developers want to get a global and abstract view of their schedules first. In this paper we introduce Jedule, a tool dedicated to visualize schedules of parallel applications. We demonstrate the effectiveness of Jedule by showing how it helped analyzing problems in several case studies.

I. INTRODUCTION

Scheduling limited resources among requesting entities is one of the most challenging problems in computer science. Traditional domains of scheduling algorithms were process or I/O scheduling in operating systems. The current era of computing has undergone a tremendous change of application and hardware design. The number of cores per physical processor has been increasing over the last couple of years and is still growing. On the other hand, fast interconnects made it possible to create large computational grids over the Internet. Each new computational layer from instruction level to host level raises new scheduling problems. Many research projects exist that target the optimization of scheduling algorithms in one computational layer. On grid level, there are job schedulers like Condor [1] that try to optimize the throughput of jobs on a peer to peer grid. On a single subnet, job scheduling of multiprocessor tasks is often found on cluster front-ends. In this case, jobs are defined by a job description file in which the user can reserve resources (usually processors) for an amount of time. The scheduler on the front-end has to decide the order of jobs on the cluster while fulfilling certain criteria, e.g., quality of service. Examples of such schedulers are PBS [2] and Maui [3]. On lower software levels, schedulers assign fine-grained tasks to threads, e.g., tasks schedulers of Intel’s Threading Building Blocks [4].

Each scheduling algorithm tries to optimize an objective function. Usually schedulers try to minimize the overall time of a schedule, which often corresponds to maximizing the throughput of the system. In many articles, scheduling algorithms are explained by showing abstract graphics of the key idea but are evaluated in an experiment, measuring, for example, the makespan of a schedule. It is hardly possible for humans to get a rough idea of the entire schedule by only looking at the log files. A new algorithm might perform better than all its competitors in most cases. Nevertheless, there might be corner cases, which could be easily spotted in a graphical representation of schedules. On the other hand, debugging scheduling algorithms is harder without having a graphical representation. A visualization of a schedule lets the user easily do some sanity checks, e.g., checking the number of requested and assigned processors for a multiprocessor job.

Even though scheduling is an important problem in computer science, only a few tools exist that help scientists to develop scheduling algorithms. Most tools are tied to a specific use case like displaying the trace of an execution of a single parallel program [5].

In the present article we introduce the software tool Jedule, which can visualize arbitrary schedules. Originally, Jedule was designed to help develop scheduling algorithms for multiprocessor tasks on clusters and multi-clusters. Over time it has been extended to support all sorts of task schedules.

The remainder of the article is structured as follows. The tool Jedule and its features are described in Section II. In Sections III - VII we describe several scenarios in which Jedule has been successfully applied. In Section VIII we summarize related work and we draw conclusions in Section IX.

II. AN OVERVIEW OF JEDULE

A. Properties of a Task Schedule

Schedules are often visualized using Gantt charts, which show the resource utilization over time. Hence, in these two-dimensional Gantt charts, one dimension typically corresponds to the resources of the system (e.g., processors, cores, hosts) and the other dimension corresponds to the time. The utilization of a resource for a limited amount of time is visualized by a rectangle. To depict the utilization of a single resource, the resource axis is equally divided into $p$ segments, where $p$ denotes the number of resources.

In the present paper we focus on task schedules in parallel systems. Many of these tasks are multiprocessor programs or...
jobs, e.g., programs written on top of MPI (Message Passing Interface) for distributed memory machines. On the other hand, on a multicore machine, a task can be executed by multiple threads. In both cases, a rectangle in the Gantt chart spans multiple resources. Additionally, a task may require multiple rectangles, when the resources allocated to a task are not contiguous.

B. Requirements for Displaying Schedules

The design of Jedule was driven by the need to support the development of scheduling algorithms on parallel systems. A major requirement is that the tool should be able to support multiprocessor tasks and multi-clusters. Since the viewer targets multitask systems, it is important that Jedule can handle concurrently running tasks of different types, e.g., the overlapping of communication and computation time on a specific host. In these scenarios the schedule viewer should support user defined color maps. Thus, a user should be able to define a color for each type of task.

The schedule viewer should also provide two different modes: an interactive mode and a command line mode. An interactive mode helps the user understand the specific properties of a schedule. Hence, the interactive mode should allow the selection of certain resources (e.g., a cluster) and also enable the user to specify a time frame that he might be interested in (zooming). In the interactive mode the user should be able to retrieve meta information about a task, e.g., showing the list of allocated processors or the node name by clicking on a task in the schedule view.

Additionally, Jedule should also provide a command line interface, which enables the user to leverage Jedule in batch processing. Often the developer of a scheduling algorithm runs many experiments producing hundreds or thousands of schedules. So, Jedule could be used in a pipeline of batch tasks to create schedule graphics for each experiment. In order to provide a powerful command line interface, Jedule should support different output formats like PNG, JPEG, or PDF. Another important requirement is that it should support different style files for drawing a schedule. The style file defines properties of graphic primitives, e.g., font sizes and colors. Supporting external style files makes it easier to tailor schedule graphics for a specific use case. A user might only be interested in a certain task type, so he may highlight this task type by assigning a different color to this type.

C. Jedule in Detail

Schedules are often displayed by simple Gantt charts. Several Gantt chart tools exist, but we needed one that is dedicated to the development of scheduling algorithms. Jedule has been developed to help us understand and tune different algorithms for scheduling multiprocessor tasks.

For portability reasons Jedule was written in Java. Jedule supports all the requirements that were discussed above, e.g., the support of multiple rectangles for a single task to show the resource allocation of a multiprocessor task if the layout of this task’s resources is not contiguous.

Figure 1. XML definition of a task in Jedule (a node can have multiple configurations, e.g., a communication between clusters).

1) Input format: The input file format of Jedule is a custom XML structure. Jedule is bundled with a parser for the current default XML input format. One can also extend Jedule with a different parser and it is therefore possible to have different input formats, not necessarily in XML. However, the basic structure of a schedule that can be displayed by Jedule is always the same, which is defined by the Jedule Java API. On the lowest level, a schedule $S$ consists of $v$ tasks, where each task $v_i$ has a start time $t_s$ and a finish time $t_f$. A task in Jedule has unique identifier and a type. The type can be arbitrarily chosen by the user and is usually used to group certain tasks together, e.g., computation, communication, or I/O tasks. Since each task can allocate $p_v \leq p$ resources of the system, a task is also characterized by a list of resources $R_v$ with $R_v \subseteq P$ ($P$ is the set of all resources of the system). The developer of scheduling algorithms often wants to group resources together. One example is a multi-cluster, i.e., a system that consists of multiple smaller clusters. These logical clusters might be a commodity cluster running MPI programs or a set of multicore machines. In order to support this notion of multi-clusters, each task in the Jedule format has a reference identifier that defines the corresponding cluster. It is also possible that a task belongs to more than one cluster, so tasks may span different clusters. This is useful if a communication task transfers data between tasks on different clusters or if allocated resources (possibly in a cloud) are scattered across clusters. The clusters $C_j, j \geq 1$, have to be defined in the header of the Jedule input file, and at least one cluster is required. A cluster $C_j$ is also a subset of the overall resources $P$ with $\bigcup_j C_j = P$. The resources between pairs of clusters are disjoint: $C_i \cap C_j = \emptyset$.

A sample definition of a multiprocessor task in the Jedule input format is shown in Figure 1. In this example, a multiprocessor task with identifier “1” is described. The task is of type “computation” and has been executed on cluster “0” by eight processors (0, 1, \ldots, 7).

2) Meta data: Additional to the basic information about tasks and clusters, Jedule also supports generic meta information. The meta information is later shown in the Jedule output for a better identification of the schedules. Meta information is simply defined by key/value pairs that characterize the current algorithm or the platform. The meta information helps the developer to later evaluate the impact of different parameters.
Figure 2. Sample color map with one composite type.

Figure 3. Example schedule featuring composite tasks (orange), which denote the overlapping of computation (blue) and communication time (red).

to an algorithm. A sample XML tag defining meta information for a scheduling algorithm is shown below.

```xml
<task id="computation">
    <color type="fg" rgb="FFFFFF" />
    <color type="bg" rgb="0000FF" />
</task>

<task id="transfer">
    <color type="fg" rgb="FFFFFF" />
    <color type="bg" rgb="ff6200" />
</task>

<composite>
    <task id="computation" />
    <task id="transfer" />
    <color type="fg" rgb="FFFFFF" />
    <color type="bg" rgb="ff6200" />
</composite>
</cmap>
```

3) Composite tasks and time alignment: A parallel system may execute tasks concurrently on the same resources, i.e., a resource might be shared between tasks for an amount of time. Jedule supports overlapping tasks. For each resource which is shared by several tasks, Jedule creates a composite task. The identifier of a composite task is the concatenation of the single task IDs and the type is set to “composite”. An example of the use of composite tasks is depicted in Figure 3. The schedule in this example contains two types of tasks, communication tasks, marked red, and computation tasks, marked blue. In order to mark the time when a host performs communication and computation operations at the same time, an orange composite task is introduced.

Another feature of Jedule is time alignment between clusters in a schedule. Each cluster schedule is a self-contained schedule, containing all tasks within this cluster. A schedule \( S_C \) for cluster \( C_j \) starts at time \( t_{C_j} \) and ends at time \( t'_{C_j} \). The time \( t_{C_j} \) is defined as the minimal starting time (maximal finish time) of all tasks of cluster \( C_j \). Each cluster may have totally different start and finish times. If all cluster schedules are displayed side by side, the developer is often interested in the overall utilization over all resources. Thus, Jedule supports two view modes: a scaled view and an aligned view. In the scaled view all clusters are displayed using their local minima and maxima of start and finish times. In the aligned view, the global minima and maxima of the task times are used to draw the schedules.

4) Color maps: One of the most important features of schedule visualizations is the coloring of tasks. Jedule supports user-defined color maps. The user can define a background and a foreground color for each task type. An example of a color map is presented in Figure 2. This color map defines the colors of the task types “computation” and “transfer” (data transfer). Moreover, the example also shows how the color of composite tasks can be specified. It would also be possible to add another composite task color scheme that contains a third type besides “computation” and “transfer”. This method of coloring tasks gives the users enough flexibility to highlight the parts of the schedule that are important to them.

D. Using Jedule

Jedule supports two different modes to visualize schedules. The first mode is the interactive mode, which, when started, opens a window on the respective operating system and displays the schedule. The other is the command line mode, which is used to produce high quality graphics of schedules to be included in articles or reports.

1) Interactive mode: When Jedule is started in interactive mode, a Java Swing window is opened. The interactive mode is usually used when developing new scheduling algorithms. It supports several keyboard and mouse events that let the user investigate the details of schedules. The user can select which cluster, thus, which subset of the resources, should be displayed. Within each schedule graphic, the user can retrieve information about the tasks. Each task rectangle is labeled with the task identifier and painted with the predefined color. Additionally, the user can request detailed information for a task by clicking on the task. When information about a task is requested, Jedule displays the start and finish time of the task and the list of resources that were assigned to this task. This becomes very useful when tasks are overlapping or when multiprocessor tasks are scattered across resources and have no contiguous representation. The interactive mode also allows the user to zoom into the schedule or to move the current bounds of the schedule. To move the schedule (move the virtual window/frame above the schedule) the user can
drag the schedule with the mouse. The mouse wheel lets the user adapt the current view boundaries of the schedule (zoom in/out). The user can also zoom in by selecting a rectangular part of the current schedule. Jedule also supports fast rereads and redraws of the current schedule file using key strokes. This enables the developer of an algorithm to run a simulation and immediately see the produced schedule. In the interactive mode the user can also export the current view to one of the supported image formats or take a snapshot.

2) Command line mode: Jedule also has a command line interface. The command line interface is useful when the user wants an automated generation of a number of schedule graphics by using a script. Since Jedule is built upon the Swing toolkit, Jedule can easily support all file formats for which an export of the Swing graphics object exist. Currently, Jedule supports the graphic formats PNG, JPEG, and PDF. When a schedule is exported to a graphics format, the choice of the color map becomes essential as style guides of journals sometimes require gray scale graphics. Thus, the Jedule command line interface provides several parameters for adjusting the properties of the output graphic. The most important ones are the desired color map and the type of the output format. Besides that, the user can also specify the height and the width of the resulting graphic, or if the start and finish time of clusters should be aligned.

III. Case Study – Multiprocessor Task Scheduling

In the following sections, we introduce several use cases of Jedule. We show how Jedule has been used in these scenarios to improve an algorithm or to solve the investigated problem.

A. Introduction to M-Task Scheduling

In the present case study, we examine algorithms for the scheduling of mixed-parallel applications onto homogeneous clusters. A mixed-parallel application can be described as a directed acyclic graph (DAG) \( G = (V, E) \), where \( V = \{ v_i \mid i = 1, \ldots, V \} \) is a set of vertices representing moldable tasks and \( E = \{ e_{i,j} \mid (i, j) \in \{1, \ldots, V\} \times \{1, \ldots, V\} \} \) is a set of edges representing communication between tasks. A moldable task is a computational task that can be executed on varying numbers of processors. We denote by \( T(v, p) \) the execution time of task \( v \) if it were to be executed on \( p \) processors (cores).

A homogeneous cluster \( H \) consists of \( h \) individual hosts, where each host has the same configuration (processors, memory, etc.). The hosts are interconnected by a network switch.

The objective of the scheduling algorithm is to find a mapping of the moldable tasks to the homogeneous cluster by minimizing the resulting makespan of the application. The scheduling algorithm has to determine the number of processors for each task, which increases the complexity of the problem. The algorithm also has to respect the computational order of the tasks, which is defined by the edges.

Several algorithms have been proposed that schedule mixed-parallel applications onto clusters [6], [7], [8], [9]. These algorithms reduce the completion time of the scheduled applications with regard to schedules that only exploit either task- or data-parallelism.

Over the last years we have worked on new algorithms as well as improving existing scheduling algorithms for mixed-parallel applications. Jedule has helped us understand the strengths and weaknesses of various algorithms.

B. Application of Jedule

One of the most recent algorithms for scheduling mixed-parallel algorithms onto homogeneous cluster is MCPA2 [10]. This algorithm is an extended version of the CPA algorithm (Critical Path and Area-based scheduling). The CPA algorithm attempts to find a good trade-off between the number of processors allocated to tasks and the length of the critical path. The critical path \( T_{CP} \) is longest path from the source node to the target node of a DAG, i.e., the sum of the execution times of the nodes along this path. CPA also relies on the metric \( T_A \), which is defined as \( T_A = \frac{1}{p} \sum_v (T(v, p(v)) \cdot p(v)) \). The time (or area) \( T_A \) is a measure of how much a processor has to work on average. Both, \( T_{CP} \) and \( T_A \) are theoretical lower bounds of the makespan. CPA is a so-called two-step algorithm as it decouples the scheduling problem into two sub-problems. The first is the allocation phase, in which the algorithm determines the number of processors for each task. In the second step, the mapping phase, the algorithm tries to map the tasks with the precomputed allocation to the parallel platform. The decoupling of both steps usually decreases the computational complexity and thus, algorithms that implement this pattern are more likely to be used in practice. A main problem of CPA was addressed by Bansal et al. [7]. They showed that CPA often reduces the potential task parallelism of a DAG by letting allocations grow too big, as it does not consider the precedence levels of the graph. Bansal et al. proposed a new algorithm, called MCPA (modified CPA), which checks the total number of processors that are allocated to a precedence level. MCPA ensures that the number of processors allocated to a precedence level does not exceed the total number of processors in the system. It therefore favors task-parallelism for data-parallelism, which works well in many situations.

We compared the scheduling performance in terms of resulting makespan of CPA and MCPA in several scenarios. We conducted several thousand experiments with different types of DAGs (long, wide, serial, etc.) and multiple parallel platforms (from smaller cluster with 32 processors to bigger ones). The experiments were performed using a simulator, which was built on top of SimGrid [11]. We used Jedule to analyze the schedules obtained from the simulator. This allowed us to get a fast overview of the scheduling performance by viewing the scheduling output of CPA and MCPA side by side. By quickly browsing through the resulting schedules, we could isolate the case that is shown in Figure 4. The figure shows the visualization of the schedules produced by CPA (left) and MCPA. Both schedules have been created using the same DAG and parallel platform. However, one can observe that...
the CPA algorithm exploits the computational resources of the cluster better than MCPA. In case of MCPA (on the right), the schedule contains large holes that correspond to idle CPU time. The main objective of any scheduler is to leave as few resources idle as possible. In this example, it can clearly be seen that the strategy of favoring task parallelism for data parallelism does not work. In the beginning, MCPA allocates one processor to each task in one precedence layer. However, MCPA restricts allocations from growing bigger as the number of processors of the corresponding precedence layer would exceed the total number of processors of the cluster. This strategy would still work well if each task in one layer had similar costs (operations to perform). But in the case considered, tasks in the precedence layer have different costs (e.g., tasks 2 and 5), which leads to a load imbalance. We could find a workaround to this problem by introducing a poly-algorithm (MCPA2) that uses CPA or MCPA depending on the DAG and the parallel platform. For the example shown in Figure 4 the poly-algorithm MCPA2 generates the same schedule as CPA.

In the case study presented, Jedule has helped us tremendously to quickly obtain an overview of different scheduling scenarios. We have used the PDF export function of Jedule to create documents with hundreds of schedule pictures.

IV. CASE STUDY – MULTI-DAG SCHEDULING ON HOMOGENEOUS CLUSTERS

A. Introduction

Here we extend the framework presented in the previous section to the case of scheduling several mixed-parallel applications on homogeneous clusters. The definitions of a mixed-parallel application and a homogeneous cluster still hold in this section. The main change is that a batch of \( N \) distinct applications has to be scheduled.

In this scheduling problem two performance metrics have to be optimized simultaneously. The first metric measures the performance of the whole batch of mixed-parallel applications, i.e., the overall makespan defines the maximum completion time among the scheduled applications. The second metric quantifies the fairness of a schedule. A perfectly fair schedule is one in which all applications have the same stretch. The stretch of an application is defined as the makespan achieved in the presence of resource contention divided by the makespan that would have been achieved if the application had had dedicated use of the cluster. For instance, if a mixed-parallel application could have run in 2 hours using the entire cluster, but instead ran in 6 hours due to competition with other applications, then its stretch is 3. This is the most widely accepted definition in the literature, with a lower value denoting better performance.

Three approaches have been proposed in the literature that relate to the above problem. In the first approach multiple task graphs are combined into one and then a standard task graph scheduling heuristic is used. Algorithms following the second approach give a subset of the available processors to each application and schedule each of them on its subset using a known scheduling algorithm. The third approach relies on bi-criteria algorithms for scheduling independent moldable jobs, based on an approximation algorithm for optimizing the makespan. Enhanced algorithms derived from these approaches have been described and evaluated in [12].

B. Application of Jedule

Jedule was a great help for the evaluation conducted in [12]. Here we detail how it helped to check the validity of one of the proposed approaches to schedule multiple mixed-parallel applications on a single cluster. The approach proposed in [13] consists of distributing the processors of the cluster among the applications to schedule. Each application then has to build its own schedule according to this constraint resource allocation (CRA). The initial distribution of the processors can be done according to different characteristics of the submitted applications. For instance, in the CRA_WORK algorithm proposed in [13], each application \( i \) gets a share of resources \( \beta_i \) propor-
application scheduled on a cluster of 20 processors. The resource constraints imposed by $\beta_i$ and the algorithm are respected.

The work needed by a mixed-parallel application $i$ is equal to $W(i) = \sum_{v_j \in V_i} (T(v_j, p(v_j)) \cdot p(v_j))$ and $\beta_i$ is formally defined as

$$\beta_i = \frac{\mu_i}{|A|} + \frac{(1 - \mu_i) W(i)}{\sum_{j \in A} W(j)}.$$ 

where $A$ is the set of concurrent applications and $\mu_i$ can vary in $[0; 1]$ to give more importance to the work while distributing the resources.

A critical issue for such an algorithm is to ensure that each schedule respects its resource constraint. Thanks to the color map that assigns a different color to each application, it is easy to see the distribution of resources among the applications. Figure 5 shows a schedule produced by the CRA_WIDTH algorithm for four mixed-parallel applications. We can see that the tasks of each application are mapped on distinct processors. The visualization offered by Jedule confirms that the algorithm does what it was designed for. It also points out that the initial distribution of the processors among the applications can be too restrictive. For instance, processors 17 to 19 are clearly underused. Such information which could be extracted from text logs, but with more efforts, immediately highlights the need for more complex algorithms.

In this context, Jedule was also used to see the impact of a conservative backfilling step applied at the end of the scheduling process. A comparison of the Jedule outputs with and without backfilling allows for a check that no task is delayed by this step. The reduction of the total idle time can also be easily quantified.

### V. Case Study – DAG Scheduling on Heterogeneous Platforms

#### A. Introduction

In this third case study, we consider simpler applications, i.e., scientific workflows represented by task graphs made of single-processor tasks, and more complex execution platforms, i.e., a heterogeneous multi-cluster. More precisely, we select for this case study the scheduling of an instance of the Montage workflow [14], [15] with 50 compute nodes on a heterogeneous platform. Montage is a popular application in astronomy to create mosaics from distinct input images. The structure of the Montage workflow is given in Figure 6.

The target execution platform is depicted in Figure 7. For the sake of simplicity, this platform is composed of only four clusters. Two of them comprise four processors running at 1.65 Gflop/s (billions of operations per second), while the two other clusters only have two processors running twice as fast (3.3 Gflop/s). Each processor has its own communication link. Processors within a cluster are interconnected through a switch. Finally all clusters are interconnected by a single backbone. Note that such an infrastructure can easily be transformed into a set of bi- and quad-core processors connected on a LAN.

To schedule an instance of the Montage workflow on this platform, we selected the well-known Heterogeneous Earliest Finish Time (HEFT) algorithm [16]. The HEFT algorithm sorts the ready tasks of the application task graph by decreasing upward rank. Basically, the upward rank is the length of the critical path from a task to the exit task, including the computation cost of this task. It is the sum of the average execution cost of this task over all available processors and a maximum computed over all its successors. The terms of this maximum are the average communication cost of an edge and the upward rank of the successor. HEFT then uses the Earliest Finish Time (EFT) as the objective function for selecting the best processor for a node. The EFT of a task is the sum of its Earliest Start Time (EST) and its execution time on a candidate processor. The EST is the moment when the execution of a task can actually begin on a processor. An execution can start either when a processor becomes available or when all needed data has arrived on the processor.

#### B. Application of Jedule

Figure 8 shows the Jedule output of the schedule produced by HEFT for the considered Montage instance on the platform of Figure 7. This schedule was obtained in simulation.

In this figure we see the multi-cluster view of Jedule mentioned in Section II. More interestingly, we can see that the last task executed on processor 2 implies a strange scheduling decision. This task is an mBackground task, according to the Montage workflow. The three other tasks of this kind are respectively executed on processors 9, 10, and 11.

This output tends to indicate a flaw in the scheduling algorithm. To confirm this graphical intuition allowed by Jedule, we checked the logs of the scheduling process. It appeared
that processor 2 led to the earliest finish time for this task, and thus, the scheduling decision was correct. Nevertheless a problem exists. In presence of inter-task communications, as in Montage, moving a task from one cluster to another with exactly the same type of processors should lead to a greater finish time. This scheduling decision shows the opposite: sending data to another cluster is as costly as executing the task locally. The reason for the strange behavior, pointed out by Jedule, was in fact the description of the execution platform used for the simulation. The latency of the backbone connecting the different clusters was the same as the one for the links connecting the processors of a same cluster. In a reality the inter-cluster latency is usually much higher than the intra-cluster latency. We modified our description of the execution platform to obtain a more realistic setting. The schedule obtained on this modified platform is shown in Figure 9. We can see that this schedule does not exhibit odd scheduling decisions. The two fast clusters (processors 0-1 and 6-7) are chosen first and then the slower clusters are used. With regard to Figure 8, we can see that one of these slow clusters is more heavily used. This reflects the impact of the greater backbone latency on the scheduling decisions.

In this case study the overall makespan is the same for both schedules (140.9 seconds). If we had only relied on this metric to detect suspect behaviors, we would have missed the issue highlighted by Jedule.

VI. Case Study – Load Balancing on NUMA Architectures

A. Introduction

Dynamic load balancing of work units is often used to handle irregular computations. In case of parallel loop scheduling some iterations may require more computations than other iterations if, for example, the number of computations depends on input data or the amount of data sent or received differs. Using a static loop distribution may induce a load imbalance. Applications with recursive computations may use parallel tasks for each recursive function call. Often the number of calls and therefore the number of tasks is not known beforehand, and so a dynamic task scheduling is required to balance the parallel work across all processors. Identifying load imbalance in these applications is important in order to improve the execution scheme by changing the application or the scheduling algorithm.

In the present case study, we consider a task pool, which stores executable tasks in a virtually shared data structure accessible by all processors. Figure 10 shows an example of the task-based execution scheme. The actual storing may use central or distributed data structures for efficient access but these details are hidden behind the task pool interface. The task pool framework considered here especially targets fine-grained tasks. Hence, a low overhead of the task pool is an important requirement, which makes finding bottlenecks harder.

Similar approaches to exploit irregular parallelism are used, for example, in Intel’s Threading Building Blocks (TBB) [4] for C++. Cilk [17] utilizes a fork-join-model to detach tasks for parallel execution. Task parallelism is also supported in OpenMP 3.0 [18].

B. Application of Jedule

The task pool run-time environment is able to log run-time information about each tasks for offline analysis in Jedule. The run-time environment stores for each thread the time used for executing a task and the time to get new tasks (or wait for new tasks if necessary). In Figure 10 the so-called waiting time covers the time for get() and free() calls while the so-called task size covers the time for execution(). Jedule can be used to visualize these run-time information to show more details about the actual utilization over time. In a case study we consider the parallel Quicksort, which creates two tasks for sorting each sub-array. At the beginning, there is only one task for the whole input array. After array partitioning there will be two new tasks, which will create another four tasks in total and so on. It is clear that due to the initial limited parallelism a linear speedup cannot be achieved. However, in theory, after \( \log(p) \) steps (with \( p \) being the number of total processors used for computation) every processor takes part in the sorting. Figure 11 shows the results for sorting 10 million random integers on an SGI Altix 4700 with 32 dual-core Itanium2 processors running at 1.6 GHz. Task execution times are highlighted in blue and waiting times are colored red. It can be noticed that due to an accidental bad choice
Figure 8. Jedule output of the schedule of a Montage instance on the heterogeneous platform described by Figure 7.

```
struct Task ( Function, Argument );

// initialization (master thread)
for ( each initial work unit U ) {
    TaskPool . create_initial_task ( U . Function , U . Argument );
}

// working phase
parallel for ( each thread 1...p ) {
    forever () {
        Task T = TaskPool . get ();
        if ( T == ∅ ) exit;
        T . execute (); // may create new tasks
        T . free ();
    }
}
```

Figure 10. Task-based execution scheme.

of the pivot element, the initial array is not split into nearly equal-sized sub-arrays. In the actual situation, the small sub-array is split into other arrays creating small tasks for the other processors. The large sub-array takes more time to be partitioned into sub-arrays, so there is a long delay of the parallel execution. But even after a short period of parallel execution there are still some periods with low utilization with only 2-4 processors actually running.

With a specially crafted input array (inversely sorted numbers and selecting the middle element as pivot element) it is possible to force the Quicksort algorithm to equally partition the input array in each recursive step. One might expect a better utilization as after $\log(p)$ steps enough tasks should be available for all processors. Figure 12 shows the actual utilization for 32 processors. In this case, only one processor is busy in almost half the total execution time. Since the processor has to swap every pair of numbers, it takes much longer than for the random input case. After this initial tasks is finished two processors can start working concurrently, than 4 and so on. Interestingly, after some time of parallel execution with all processors, there is another hole where only a few processors are used. This is due to the high memory bandwidth requirements and the NUMA architecture of the machine. So, even two tasks with equal-sized arrays may take a different time to execute and therefore create new load imbalance.

The application of Jedule gives detailed information about the processor utilization of the system, which is harder to retrieve otherwise. The visualization helps to find unexpected waiting periods and gives an overview of the parallel execution and possible bottlenecks. Jedule can handle big data sets required to analyze fine-grained task parallel applications. In this case study, some experiments with the parallel Quicksort have created more than 200,000 individual tasks.

VII. CASE STUDY – PARALLEL WORKLOADS OF PRODUCTION SYSTEMS

Studying the workload of parallel systems is important to improve the job scheduler decisions and therefore to increase the throughput and efficiency of these systems. Several traces of parallel workloads are publicly available for scientific purposes. The Grid Workload Archive (GWA) and the Parallel Workload Archive (PWA) [19] contain several workload traces for different parallel architectures.

In a last case study, we use Jedule to obtain a bird’s eye view of a parallel workload. Figure 13 shows the workload distribution for a 1024 node cluster (Thunder) at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL). The graphic shows the workload of the cluster that was obtained on one day in 2007 (log file: LLNL-Thunder-2007-0, jobs: all jobs that finished on 02/02, log file source: PWA). On this day, 834 jobs were executed on that cluster. 20 nodes of this cluster were reserved as login and debug nodes, which can be seen in the graphic as jobs get only executed by nodes with a number greater than 20. We also highlighted in yellow the jobs of user 6447 to demonstrate how Jedule can support the analysis of parallel workloads of clusters or grids.
VIII. RELATED WORK

Visualization tools are often used to support the development of parallel programs. In many cases, the graphical representation of an executed application can help to identify bottlenecks and therefore scalability issues of the program.

A visualization tool that enables the developer to interactively investigate a trace of a parallel program is Pajé [20]. The tool is designed to support a potentially large number of communicating threads, primarily designed to tune a multithreaded molecular dynamic code. Pajé displays a program trace that has to be generated by running an instrument code. The tool supports many low level events like communication and synchronization between threads, using graphical elements like arrows between communicating threads. The Visual Trace Explorer (ViTE) is an extended version of Pajé, which also visualizes a sequence of events from a trace and additionally presents several statistics about the trace [21].

A tool that is also dedicated to understand scheduling algorithms is VizzScheduler [22]. It is part of a framework to develop and evaluate scheduling algorithms for the LogP cost model. So, one can improve the scheduling algorithms in a simulator before going to a real platform. VizzScheduler can be used to visualize program points during the actual execution of the program. It also visualizes scheduling algorithms by Gantt charts. The user can also alter several parameters of the LogP model via a graphical interface.

The GridSim-based Grid Scheduling Simulator Alea2 [23] also allows a graphical evaluation of the simulation. The tool provides graphical visualizations of several scheduling statistics, e.g., average system utilization, the number of running and waiting jobs, or the cluster usage.

A few other tools exist that help developers of parallel applications to analyze and tune their programs. Well known are VAMPIR [24] and TAU [25]. VAMPIR is usually used for visualizing MPI traces. The sequence of events is shown for each process using Gantt chart. It provides fine grained statistics of the program traced, e.g., PAPI counters. TAU is another tracing (and profiling) tool for HPC systems targeted to MPI applications. The generated traces can be graphically displayed in different viewers, e.g., Jumpshot [26] or VAMPIR.

For programs based on the PVM (Parallel Virtual Machine) the programming environment GRADE [27] provides graphical support. GRADE offers the developer a graphical program editor and contains a visualization tool to analyze the message-passing parallel programs.

A parallel program can also be visualized as a parallel execution graph [28]. The authors have shown how these execution graphs can be used to evaluate the performance of parallel programs that uses a distributed thread system (DTS). Graphs are generated from program traces and expose the structure of multithreaded programs.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

In this article we have introduced Jedule, a software tool that visualizes task schedules on parallel platforms. Jedule’s main purpose is to provide an easy-to-use and generic tool for displaying arbitrary schedules as Gantt charts. It helps developers to get a first abstract overview (bird’s eye view) of the decisions of the scheduling algorithms. Moreover, it can be used educationally to demonstrate how scheduling algorithms work. Jedule can be used to display the utilization of a parallel platform, e.g., a homogeneous cluster. Additionally, Jedule supports the grouping of resources into clusters. A cluster might be a real commodity cluster of PCs or just a single multicore machine, where each core is part of the bigger cluster. The schedule of each cluster can be viewed separately. The rectangles in the Jedule Gantt charts that represent user-defined events (a running job, a waiting time, or an I/O operation) can take a different color according to their type. Color maps can also be changed on the fly, thus, the user can highlight different events when investigating a schedule. Jedule provides two different modes to investigate schedules, the interactive mode and the command line mode. The command line mode helps users to produce high quality graphics of
schedules, which can later be embedded into documentations or articles. The interactive mode enables the user to focus on specific parts of the schedule by filtering or zooming into schedule events.
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Figure 13. Visualization of the parallel workload of the LLNL Thunder Cluster on one day in 2007. Yellow rectangles denote jobs of a selected user.